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FREEDOM HOOPS DNA
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OUR VISION
Every Court. Hope Found. Lives Changed.
OUR MISSION
Cultivating disciples...on the court and 1-on-1.
OUR PURPOSE
Freedom Hoops, an inner-city basketball ministry, serves Kansas City, Missouri youth and families to follow
Jesus and help them express their God-given calling.
OUR PORTRAIT OF A GRADUATE OF FREEDOM HOOPS’ YOUTH
●

Courageous Disciples of Jesus
○ Mentally Wise: to actively pursue wisdom in the Bible, graduate high school, and remain a
curious learner throughout life,
○ Emotionally Equipped: to be self-aware, resilient and self-controlled, and ask God to meet them
with their emotions.
○ Spiritually Mature: to be a disciples of Jesus being led by God and discipling others.
○ Vocationally Confident: to courageously pursue their God-given calling
OUR OPERATIONAL VALUES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Transformation Drives Everything
We Pray and Plan
We are Present
We Work Hard and We Play Hard!
We are Partners. We are Teammates.
COMMITMENTS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Church -- We connect our youth and families to the church body.
Healthy Leaders -- We promote healthy leaders abiding in Christ rather than simply productive leaders.
Home Grown Leaders -- We raise up home grown leaders from the community.
Discipleship > Basketball -- We do the least amount of basketball to do the most amount of discipleship.
DISTINCTIVES

1. Parent Empowered -- We empower parents to disciple their children rather than us solely discipling
their children.
2. Skills-Based Basketball -- We enjoy playing basketball and don’t make cuts based upon skill.

Hello Parents!
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Welcome to Freedom Hoops! Our vision is to see Every Court. Hope Found. Lives Changed. We believe hope
is found in the person and work of Jesus. Lives are changed by people hearing the gospel message and
experiencing 1 on 1 discipleship.
If you are new to Freedom Hoops we welcome you and pray that the most compelling aspect of our ministry is
the love of Jesus demonstrated through our parents, youth, volunteers, and staff. At Freedom Hoops our
primary motivation and goal is to see your child become a courageous disciple of Jesus.
Based upon Matthew 22:37 we believe a courageous disciple looks like:
● Mentally Wise: to actively pursue wisdom in the Bible, graduate high school, and remain a curious
learner throughout life,
● Emotionally Equipped: to be self-aware, resilient and self-controlled, and ask God to meet them with
their emotions.
● Spiritually Mature: to be a disciples of Jesus being led by God and discipling others.
● Vocationally Confident: to courageously pursue their God-given calling
As we hire staff, add volunteers, care for your children, and add programming everything will focus on how can
we best make courageous disciples.
We believe making courageous disciples of Jesus is most important, because our youth are being led, not by
their friends, streets, or culture but by Jesus, the maker of the Universe.
If our youth’s affections (heart and soul) are being stirred and changed by Jesus our mind and actions will only
follow. If we see a movement of youth longing for Jesus in this way, we can only expect to see Every Court.
Hope Found. Lives Changed.
Two more things I want to leave you with:
1) Your child’s safety is our number one priority
2) We hope this Parent Handbook will give you needed information to make your time at Freedom Hoops
the best it can be
Thank you for trusting us with your child!

Michael Loney
Founder
michael@freedomhoops.org
(515) 890-0848
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STAFF
Michael Loney

Michael founded Freedom Hoops in 2014 alongside friend and
mentor Kevin Kacy of Freedom Fire. Throughout his career,
basketball seemed to promise fulfillment but God used basketball to
teach Michael to solely boast in Christ. He has a passion to follow
Christ, romance his wife each day, point his sons to Jesus, and to
use basketball and the gospel to disciple and transform urban youth
to know God.

Kristen Loney

Kristen grew up in the Kansas City area. Upon graduating from
K-State, she moved back to the area, where she met and married her
husband Michael in 2011. She taught media classes for five years at
Basehor-Linwood High School and now stays home with their two
sons. She manages all forms of media for Freedom Hoops and
handles financial aspects of the organization.
HOW WE GOT HERE
In the spring of 2014, Michael Loney and Kevin Cacy of Freedom Fire Urban Ministries ran Saturday morning
Bible study and pickup basketball. A core group of middle school boys in 2015 approached Michael about
forming a basketball team. In the summer of 2015, we competed in several tournaments. Each year we have
added more teams and different aspects to the ministry such as job shadows, service projects, ACT prep,
fireworks, summer camp, and mentorship. Originally we started playing recreational basketball with kids and
eventually our focus shifted to increasingly becoming more competitive with one team while keeping other
recreational teams.
In 2018 Michael Loney left teaching to dedicate his full-time efforts to see young men transformed by the
gospel. As our numbers continued to grow, we needed help so in May 2019, we hired our second full-time staff
member giving us more focus on discipleship. In 2020 we spent significant time on Mission, Vision, Operational
Values and refocusing on our purpose of discipleship. In 2014 we informally saw six kids a weeks and in early
2020 it grew to 60 kids each week.
THE FREEDOM HOOPS APPROACH
Our mission statement is cultivating disciples...on the court and 1-on-1 in Northeast KC. We have a map of 15
courts in this area to focus our efforts on recruiting and equipping disciplers to pursue the young men on those
courts. Our approach will be to spread a wide net across our basketball program to invite as many as possible
to be transformed by God, but ultimately our focus is to cultivate disciples not create converts.
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WHAT WE ARE WORKING TOWARD
Skills-Based Basketball: We desire to invite as many young men as possible to be transformed by God as
they play basketball. In the basketball world it is easy to get caught up in being impressive, flashy, and ultra
competitive. Rather than being impressive we want to say, “God is at work on these courts and bringing young
men to know Jesus.” At programming we play basketball, share a gospel message, and a meal.
Discipleship: This is our mission: Cultivating disciples...on the court and 1-on-1. We must continue to
increase our focus and intentionality of discipleship, not only for our young men but also for parents,
volunteers, and leadership at Freedom Hoops. We desire this youth leadership group to be named the Man Of
God Leadership program where we intentionally grow young men to become courageous disciples of Jesus.
Staff & Leadership Development: The type of inner-city ministry we participate in is incredibly difficult, and in
order to stand the test of time we need healthy leaders. We need healthy leaders that are abiding in Christ like
oak trees firmly rooted in his word, prayer, and the fellowship of believers. We desire to hire indigenous leaders
(men and women from the community who look like our youth) over each area of the ministry:
Community Buy In: As we focus in a community, we will need more buy-in from parents, churches, schools,
community centers, and the community at large. These are the places our youth and families traffic. As we
pursue “Every Court. Hope Found. Lives Changed.” we need staff to help us develop a team of individuals who
can reach all of these community influencers. If we can influence the influencers of our youth, this focus will
help nurture the gospel seed shared. We desire to see the whole community “pulling off” events, and that is
why we will be intentional about doing ministry “with” the community rather than “for” the community.
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STAFF AND VOLUNTEER CODE OF CONDUCT
Volunteer and Staff Expectations
1. Character over Competencies
a. We are going to hire someone with greater character and integrity versus someone who may be
more qualified, skilled, or competent.
b. Loves Jesus more than anything
2. Faithful
a. Will show up on time, every time
b. Provides consistency and can be trusted
3. Teachable
a. Ultimately, teachable about the things of God
b. Willing to learn culture of the inner-city
If you have any questions about how we add staff and volunteers, our code of conduct, or, please feel free to
reach out to me at michael@freedomhoops.org.
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STUDENT HEALTH
I.

Emergency Procedures & First Aid
A. In case of a suspected contagious disease or emergency, these procedures are followed:
1. The parent is contacted.
2. The parent is asked to take the child home or to a doctor.
B. For more serious incidents or accidents:
1. FH calls 911.
2. The parent is notified. If necessary, the student is sent with an accompanying adult to the
hospital of the parent’s choice as indicated on the emergency contact card.
3. If the parents cannot be notified or have an emergency contact card, then a Freedom
Hoops staff member will take appropriate medical action.

II.

Injuries
A. For injuries that happen at Freedom Hoops we will do our best to provide: ice, athletic tape, first
aid kid, etc.
B. Parents should expect a follow up call with about
Medication
A. “All medication should be given at home”. Any child experiencing the following symptoms
will be sent home:
1. A fever of 100 degrees or higher
2. Contagious skin or eye infection
3. Diarrhea
4. Vomiting
5. Profuse bodily discharge of any kind
Illness or Sickness
A. Any child experiencing the following symptoms will sit out for a week.
1. Vomiting
2. Profuse bodily discharge of any kind
3. Flu (2 weeks)
4. COVD (2 weeks)
Snack & Food Allergies
A. “Our staff will provide a snack every practice”
B. If your child has an allergy a notice must be provided in writing outlining the specific allergic
condition.

III.

IV.

V.
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DISCIPLINE GUIDELINES
Why Rules?
These are the rules for having the best possible time at Freedom Hoops. We believe every person who comes
to Freedom Hoops (Staff, Volunteer, Youth) should have a life-changing experience.
Have you ever thought about why the game of basketball is such an exciting game? Who would have thought
that putting a ball through a peach basket would be the start of the most appreciated sport in the world?
One of the reasons basketball is so exciting is the “out of bound” lines. Anyone can take a ball to the hoop, but
can they keep it inside the lines and score? That is the fun and the challenge of it!
COURT RULES
1. Honor the rules posted on the court.
2. Eyes: When coaches say “EYES” hold basketballs and remain quiet to list (10 pushups if not)
3. Dunk/Return basketballs: Please dunk/gently return basketballs rather than throwing them into
basketball bag/bin (10 pushups if you throw the basketball)
4. Disputed Calls -- Shoot over disputed calls -- ALWAYS
5. Play to 5 if there are multiple teams waiting to play
6. Win Straight Up -- Straight to 5 or 7 points. No winning by two points.
7. Baskets made are 1s and 2s
8. Follow staff or volunteer on how teams will be divided
a. Shoot for 2 captains
b. Coaches pick teams
DEVOTIONAL RULES: We will each day talk about the hope we have in Jesus and invite God to change our
lives each time we gather.
1. Be Respectful
2. Focus on devotional message
3. Put away food, phone, and other distractions
Boundary Lines at Freedom Hoops
We have a few boundary lines that make Freedom Hoops a safe, healthy place for everyone. There are four
levels of discipline: YELLOW, BLUE, RED, and FIRE. The chart below explains the zones and the next page
explains the boundary lines. The penalties on the opposite side are instituted on the right. Our staff administers
all discipline with the youth. Our motto is: DISCIPLINE WITHOUT LOVE = REBELLION
YELLOW ZONE = GRACE: God’s Riches At Christ’s Expense- In this zone we offer a chance to overlook the
mistakes the youth might make at Freedom Hoops.
BLUE ZONE = GETTING THE JOB DONE- Boundary lines (see next page). There are certain consequences
for behaviors.
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RED ZONE = DISCIPLINE- In this zone discipline is at the Director’s discretion as it appears that the BLUE
ZONE is not working.
FIRE ZONE = DISMISSAL FROM FREEDOM HOOPS - This zone is for the individual who is totally disrupting
the flow of Freedom Hoops. Their negative behavior causes others either to follow their lead or not to have a
great time at Freedom Hoops. The youth will not be allowed to participate at Freedom Hoops for a specified
amount of time.
BLUE ZONE CONSEQUENCES
Rules

Penalty

Reason

If the youth...

He/she will...

Because of...

Smelling Like Weed

Asked to go home for the day

We want you to be fully focused
and not tempt others who may
struggle with weed.

Swearing or “N” word

Do 15 pushups for each
occurrence. Possibly sit out
games or not be asked to come
next time

We don’t want to hear it and we
believe you can represent yourself
and family in a more positive light.

Verbal Altercation

Be done playing basketball that
day and the following day.

We want to maximize our time
playing basketball rather than
arguing calls. Also silly arguments
can turn into fights.

Youth may help a staff with tasks
but not play on the basketball
court.
Makes a Mess

Will have to clean up the mess

We want to honor those who trust
us with the space that they have
given us. We want to leave a good
impression.

Disrespectful to volunteers or staff

Parents will be notified and youth
will hangout with staff until the
situation is resolved

Volunteers and staff come to
invest their time for a positive
experience.

Physical Fight

Not allowed to play basketball for
one week

We are here to ensure the safety
of all of our youth.

Gun, knife, weapon

Released from Freedom Hoops for We are here to ensure the safety
3-6 months and not allowed to
of all of our youth.
participate in any FH activities.

Drugs or Alcohol

Released from Freedom Hoops for We are here to ensure the safety
3-6 months and not allowed to
of all of our youth.
participate in any FH activities.
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FAMILY AND STUDENT ENROLLMENT PROCESS
1. Complete paperwork to enroll your son
a. https://www.freedomhoops.org/parents.html
i.
Online or paper version
2. Speak with staff member at Freedom Hoops to introduce yourself to the program
3. Quarterly attend a Parent’s Orientation Meeting at Della Lamb
a. Time TBD

TRANSPORTATION POLICY
Parent and Youth Responsibility: We have limited transportation availability. In order to receive a ride the
following must occur
1. Meeting with Parent (FH Overview & Rules of the Van)
2. Signed Paperwork
3. Attend Quarterly Parent Gathering
4. Maintaining current information i.e. address changes need to be in writing; pick-ups/drop-offs will only
be from documented addresses. The safety of your child is our concern.
5. Your child must get a ride back to their pickup location. The child must be aware when the ride is
departing.
6. When the child is dropped off, they must go to their house to check-in that they are home.
Van Rules
1. Food Up -- Eat and drink outside the van and clean up after yourself
2. Buckle Up -- Buckle-Up & Face the Front
3. Listen Up -- Speak at Appropriate voice levels
Cancellation Policy -- If Kansas City Public School cancels, we will cancel our programming as well.
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COMMUNICATION AT FREEDOM HOOPS
Communication is crucial to us at Freedom Hoops as we want to know how your family is doing, how we can
best serve you, and see if there are any needs. Please do your best to communicate with us as we will do the
best to communicate with you as well.
Day to Day: Phone call or text
Monthly Email: We will send out a monthly email at the start of each month to let you know what is happening
at Freedom Hoops. Please keep us updated with your correct email address.
Monthly Postcard: We are going to send out a monthly newsletter as well highlighting one student athlete and
letting you know of upcoming events.
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